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About This Game

Cossacks: The Art of War – continues the history of the great battles of XVII–XVIII centuries, and introduces five new
campaigns, two nations, some new units and much more.
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This is an unusual game. It's a bit frustrating at first as you need to read about the game in order to play it. You use cards to
advance your civilization and it's not obvious at first how to do that. I played a couple of games where I was just clicking around
randomly before I understood what I was doing. Google ended up being my friend (search "Progression Simmiland Wiki" for a
good guide).

Once I understood what I was doing though, the game was really fun and refreshing. Ultimately, I don't think it's a very deep
game but for $5.00, what do you expect? It's a good way to while away 4-8 hours. It's a more relaxing Sim City, where you
nudge rather than build. Can't say anything other than buy it, play it for 4-8 hours, and you will be happy you did buy it.

I really think they could make this a $15.00 game with just a little more development though. Hope they do!. This is a very
promising game that is pushing the boundaries of what power we give the players over the content.
This by turning pixels into a cube unit. The 3 dimensional manipulation of items is quite amazing.

I do not recommend this game for those of you that want a set storyline or seamless gameplay, being an early access game
there are still quite a few bugs that need to be worked out.

But I will recommend this game for those of you that love experimenting with new and interesting engines.
Because this is a really fun and interesting engine.. Real bare bones game, that tricks you into thinking it's something more
because of the decent graphics.

Its more like a visual novel with a 3D static hub world to walk around in.

No real interactions with the characters at all, scenes are a black screen with describing text.. One of my favorite platformers of
all time.

It's a grappling hook game where your "rope" behaves like an elastic band. It's hard to control at first, but learning to tame your
grappling hook makes you feel like a superhero. Over the course of the game you'll go from slowly wobbling your way through
a level's intended route, to flinging yourself across a bunch of shortcuts and reaching secret exits. In that sense, it's much closer
to Super Monkey Ball or Getting Over It than it is to Mario or Bionic Commando.

It's the third game in the series (the previous two, originally for SNES and PS1 respectively, also have fantastic Steam ports) and
it's made by the original staff, so the physics and the level design are as good as they've always been.

You can buy the trilogy on Steam as a pack, but this is the most accessible place to start. The later levels are still super hard but
there are tutorials to help you get started, and the default game mode lets you play through the game one stage at a time instead
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of sending you back to the start of the game when you run out of lives. They also removed time limits and respawning enemies,
so you can take your time and learn to climb.. Bad story, bad gameplay, bad jokes, bad graphics, bad music, well, bad game, but,
at least, you will only suffer about half an hour to complete it and get all of the achievements.. This game was a pleasure to play.
:)

+ great oldschool looking grafic and the sound create a nice atmosphere
+ beautiful classic HO Scenes
+ create potions and voodoo dolls and use magic spells
+ "area cleared" sign
+ gripping story

But like every game it has some little flaws:

- no voice acting ecxept during the intro
- no map so you have to visit the locations room by room
- abrupt ending / cliff hanger / no bonus chapter
- my game crashed every time I tried to exit it (no game data loss). Absolutely adore these games. i love little puzzle and strategy
games like this. It relaxes me and i find it peacful to just listen to music or even some youtube vids as background noise while
playing this game.
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omg that was incredible, I just spent hours starting m dream room and i have so much to do, sitting on my real life bed while at
my virtual computer desk was freaking mind blowing, this is the most special game for anyone excited about moving soon or
wanting a house or just wanting to redesign. I loooooooooove the feel of being in my vr room, seriosuly getting me really
excited abut the real life future. Also since I am a gun guy the scar and the safe was soooooooooooooo perfect thank you! I'm
even considering buying a scar so really man ty!

Dev, please also put in an FNX 45 or a Glock! Please! and put a vive in the game with controlles! lol

This game is well worth the small price!. If people could read this soundtrack would have alot less negative reviews. I have
looked at some of the negative reviews of this product and alot are complaining that it isn't in their music tab and that they can't
find the soundtrack. The soundtrack is still in pre-purchase people! IT ISN'T AVAILABLE YET SO STOP COMPLAINING
THAT IT ISN'T THERE. As for how the soundtrack sounds, in my opinion it is very fitting and one of the better game sound
tracks out at the moment. It is definitly worth the pric i just can't wait untill it unlocks :). ,jfguufgutgyjfutnfguyjgyj
. Controller support is practically non existant and game stutters.

If you want a good sprint car game, find the sprint car\/dirt track racing games from Ratbag games.... they're older but so much
better than this.... Its like a revitalised platformer with amazing graphics and gameplay!
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